
 

Press Release 

 
Clarification: Website passing itself off as the website of Paradise 
Entertainment Limited, Person passing himself off as the personnel or 
representative of Paradise Entertainment Limited to raise investment funds 
 

Hong Kong – 10 August 2017 – We (Paradise Entertainment Limited滙彩控股有限公司) 

have been recently informed that a person passed himself off as a shareholder / director 
of Casino Kampek Paradise (one of the Macau casinos managed by us), introduced to 

other people a fake website bearing the trademark “ ”, and claimed that (i) 
that fake website was the online crowdfunding platform of Casino Kampek Paradise and 
(ii) investors could be entitled to receipt of dividends or casino chips after investment. 
 
We hereby clarify that: 
 

1. we only have one website (www.hk1180.com) ； 

 
2. that fake website (and any other websites passing themselves off as our website 

and bearing names and/or trademarks similar to those of us, if any) (collectively 
“Fake Websites”) are websites passing themselves off as our website, we have 
never authorized any third party to build and maintain the Fake Websites, and the 
Fake Websites are not related to us and our businesses in any manner whatsoever; 
 

3. we currently do not raise (or authorize any third party to raise) investment funds 
for any matter (except the announced project on the acquisition of Hotel Lan Kwai 
Fong Macau); and 
 

4. we shall not be liable for any claims and acts of the Fake Websites and the persons 
passing themselves off as our personnel or representative in any event. 

 
In this incident, it is suspected that someone takes advantage of our goodwill to mislead 
the public to gain an advantage.  We are paying close attention to this incident and have 
taken the relevant actions to prevent the acts of passing-off and infringement. 
 
Therefore, we hereby clarify to ensure a correct understanding of the facts, and call upon 
all people (especially those people using internet information) to stay vigilant. 
 
  
Paradise Entertainment Limited (SEHK: 1180) 

Paradise Entertainment Limited (SEHK: 1180) is listed on the main board of the Hong Kong Stock 

Exchange. The Group is principally engaged in the development, provision and sales of electronic 

gaming systems and the provision of casino management services. 

 

For more information about Paradise Entertainment Limited, please visit our website: 

http://www.hk1180.com 
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